HEAT PUMP TO GAS CONVERSION MARKET

Findings

- Based on actual bills reported in the EIA RECS survey, in all but one region, heat pump customers near gas mains could see lower energy bills with a natural gas furnace and water heater compared to their peers. On average, customers using gas over heat pumps saved over $376.02 annually.
- Based on the same survey, no households in New England reported using a heat pump if natural gas was available in the same neighborhood. The Mountain North region also showed no customers with both a heat pump and an electric water heater if gas was available. Data in the table for each region includes households beyond existing gas mains.
- Differences exist between heat pump customers in northern climates. Northeastern homes tend to be more multifamily units, while Midwestern homes are more likely larger detached single-family units with higher heating loads. Also, due to higher CDD values in the Midwest, homes may perform better in the Northeast due to a focus on heating rather than balancing seasonal loads.
- Seven of ten regions reported customers that use natural gas for space heating had significantly larger homes. This required an adjustment to the conversion heating load. Households that switch to natural gas could see even better savings compared to the average gas customer.
- Regions with above-average water-heating energy consumption showed a high market share of large-capacity tanked systems while other regions had more medium-capacity systems. Natural gas households, on average, use more medium capacity tanks than large-capacity tanks.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Residential Energy Consumption Survey 2015
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